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Purpose of a Sensing Session:  To gather grass-roots feedback from sub-populations in your organization seeing 

problems through the lens of your people.  Sensing sessions can help you steer your organization better and 

create better work environments for the people who serve in them.  They also provide a good platform to 

explain things to organizational members.  They are not a complaint department nor should they be a speaking 

platform for organizational leaders.  They are a place for leaders to listen, understand and explain.  They should 

be constructive sessions where problems are understood.   

Sensing Session Guidelines: 

 Listen.  Refrain from speaking unless addressing a question or concern. 

 Set the tone.  Ensure your members know you are here to listen and want their honest feedback.  Tell 
them their comments are non-attributional and for the betterment of the organization. 

 Do not run these with too many leaders.  1 or 2 leaders from the organization is best.  These people 
should be ones which have influence in the organization otherwise the members will just see them as a 
note taker and believe their feedback might not be heard.   

 Conduct them in a closed room where attendees are comfortable and can speak with candor. 

 Keep them small.  25 people max.   

 Consider segregating populations to ensure good feedback.  i.e. subordinates may be reluctant to speak 
up about something if their immediate supervisor is there. 

 No more than 1 hour in length and not the last few hours of the work day or during lunch when people 
do not want to be there.   

 If an egregious subject is brought up, table it and address it one on one after the session is complete.   

 Let the group do the talking but have a few topics you can introduce to stimulate discussion and 
feedback.   

 Address concerns.  Be cautious of appearing as though concerns are heard then ignored.  Follow up 
sessions with feedback for the select group or ensure your actions are advertised to show members you 
are both listening and acting on their concerns.  Consider study and action groups involving members in 
solutions.   

 


